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NEW C O LLEC TIO N  A V A ILA BLE AT UM ARCH IVES 
M ISSO U LA —
A small but rich collection that examines many aspects of Crow Indian culture is now 
available at The University of Montana’s Maureen and Mike Mansfield Library. Housed in the 
K. Ross Toole Archives, the collection provides resources on the language and customs of the 
Crow and includes numerous 1930s photographs.
The collection came to UM from the late Fred W. Voget, a noted cultural 
anthropologist and American Indian ethnologist. His widow, Mary Kay Mee Voget, a 1939 
UM graduate, chose UM for the collection over the Smithsonian Institution and Yale 
University.
Fred Voget did a great deal of fieldwork on Montana’s Crow Indians. His dissertation, 
"The Shoshoni-Crow Sun Dance," was the first full-length authoritative treatment of the Crow 
Sun Dance. It was published in 1984 by the University of Oklahoma Press as part of the 
Civilization of the American Indians Series. He also published the book "A History of 
Ethnology" in 1975.
His contributions to recent books include the introduction to "Old Man Coyote" and the 




Me Agnes," was a finalist for the Western Writers of America Spur Award for best nonfiction 
book of 1995. Voget wrote "They Call Me Agnes," the life story of Crow woman Agnes 
Yellowtail Deernose, with the assistance of his wife.
Voget also has written many articles, notable among them "The Osage Indians, Osage 
Research Report" in 1974 and "Crow Sacred Numerology," published in the Plains 
Anthropologist in 1996. His articles also were published in the Yale-sponsored 1996 
Encyclopedia of Cultural Anthropology.
Voget’s life and research were devoted to recording and preserving the Crow culture 
and way of life. His contribution to ethnology was intended to improve the lives of American 
Indians and to promote understanding and respect for diversity. Voget was an adopted member 
of the Crow Tribe who spent part of every summer with them in Montana. He died on May 8, 
1997.
Greg Campbell, chair of the anthropology department, was instrumental in bringing the 
collection to UM. Mary Kay Mee Voget and the Friends of the Mansfield Library also 
supported processing costs.
The Fred W. Voget Collection is available in the Archives and Special Collections 
Reading Room of the Mansfield Library. For more information, contact archivist Jodi Allison- 
Bunnell at (406) 243-2053.
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